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Abstract: In transportation systems, drivers usually choose their routes in an unco-
ordinated way. In general, this leads to poor global and individual performance regard-
ing travel times and road network load balance. This work presents a reinforcement
learning based approach for route choice which relies solely on drivers’ experience to
guide their decisions. There is no coordinated learning mechanism, thus driver agents
are independent learners. Our approach is tested in two abstract traffic scenarios and
it is compared to other route choice methods. Experimental results show that drivers
learn routes in complex scenarios. Moreover, the approach outperforms the compared
route choice methods regarding drivers’ travel time. Also, satisfactory performance is
achieved regarding road network load balance. The simplicity, realistic assumptions
and performance of the proposed approach suggest that it is a feasible candidate for
implementation in navigation systems for guiding drivers decisions regarding route
choice.
1 Introduction
Traffic and mobility present challenging issues to authorities, traffic engineers and
researchers. To deal with the increasing traffic demand, techniques and methods to optimize
the use of the existing road traffic networks are attractive since they do not include expensive
and environmental-impacting changes on the infrastructure.
In a commuting scenario, it is reasonable to assume that drivers choose their routes
independently from one another and that previous experience is taken into account when they
are choosing a route. Daily commuters usually have an expectation about the time needed to
arrive on their destinations and, if a driver reaches its destination within that expectation, its
travel time can be considered reasonable. In a commuting scenario, drivers strive to minimize
their travel times. At the same time, there is a global cost function that rates the whole
system’s behavior, such as the distribution of vehicles in proportion to the capacity of each
road. Multiagent systems such as this commuting scenario are called collectives. The local
and global goals can be highly conflicting and there is no general approach to tackle this
complex question of collectives, as shown by Tumer and Wolpert [20].
Traffic assignment concerns the allocation of a given set of drivers to specific routes,
satisfying the demand between origins and destinations in transportation networks. In this
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work, traffic assignment is modeled as a reinforcement learning problem. Agents make deci-
sions using only their own experience, which is gained through interaction with the environ-
ment. The environment is a road network that abstracts some real-world characteristics such
as vehicle movement along the roads, allowing us to focus on the main subject which is the
choice of one route among the ones available for each driver.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents basic con-
cepts about traffic network modeling and reinforcement learning that are used throughout this
paper. Section 3 presents and discusses related work. Section 4 presents the reinforcement
learning approach for route choice that is tested in the scenarios described in Section 5. Re-
sults are presented and discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and
presents opportunities for further investigation.
2 Background
2.1 Road traffic network modeling
A road network can be modeled as a graph, with a set of nodes that represents the
intersections, and links among these nodes, which represent the road sections. The weight
of a link represents a form of cost associated with the link. For instance, the cost can be the
travel time, fuel spent or length.
The road network contains origins and destinations that are subsets of the set of nodes.
A driver’s trip consists of a set of links, forming a route between his origin and destination
nodes (OD pair). A commuting scenario consists of repeated trips, such as drivers going from
home to work approximately in the same hour of the day during the workdays.
Drivers travelling through the road network generate traffic flow. Traffic assignment
methods need a suitable cost function that relates traffic flow and link’s attributes (capacity,
free-flow travel time). One of the most common function of this type is shown Eq. (1) [15,
Section 10.1.3].






In this function, t j is the travel time on link j applied to the number of vehicles (v),
c j is the link’s capacity, f j is the free-flow travel time on link j and τ and β are calibration
parameters. This is the travel time function used throughout the present work.
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2.2 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) deals with the problem of making an agent learn a be-
havior by interacting with the environment. Usually, a reinforcement learning problem is
modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP), which consists of a discrete set of environ-
ment states (S), a discrete set of actions (A), a state transition function (T : S×A→ Π(S)),
where Π(S) is a probability distribution over S and a reward function (R : S×A→ R).
The agent interacts with the environment following a policy pi and tries to learn the
optimal policy pi∗ that maps the current environment state s∈ S to an action a∈A in a way that
the future reward is maximized. At each state, the agent must select an action a according to
a strategy that balances exploration (gain of knowledge) and exploitation (use of knowledge).
One possible strategy is ε-greedy, that consists in choosing a random action (exploration)
with probability ε or choosing the best action (exploitation) with probability 1− ε. In the
beginning, ε starts with a high value (high exploration) and decreases with time, leading to
high exploitation in the end.
Q-learning is an algorithm that converges towards the optimal policy, given certain
conditions [21]. Its update rule is shown in Eq. (2), where < s,a,s′,R > is an experience
tuple, meaning that the agent performed action a in state s, reaching state s′, receiving reward
R. Action a′ is one that can be taken on s′, α ∈ [0 : 1] is the learning rate, and γ ∈ [0 : 1] is the
discount factor. Q(s,a) is an entry indexed by state s and action a in the Q-table, which stores
the values (called Q-values) of state-action pairs. The Q-value is the expected discounted
reward for executing action a at state s and following the policy pi thereafter. For a complete
description of Q-learning, the reader may refer to [21].




Multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL) can be divided in two classes: indepen-
dent learners (ILs), in which agents ignore the existence of other agents, and joint action
learners (JALs), in which agents learn the value of their own actions combined with other
agents’ actions via integration of RL with coordination learning methods [10].
In complex scenarios such as transportation systems, there is a large number of agents,
making the modeling of JALs unfeasible, as remarked by Bazzan in [2]. On the other hand,
when agents are modeled as ILs, the convergence properties of Q-learning become invalid, as
the environment is nonstationary. Also, it is remarked by Littman [14] that training adaptive
agents without considering other agents adaptation is not mathematically justified and it is
prone to reaching a local maximum where agents quickly stop learning. Despite this, some
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researchers achieved satisfactory results with this approach [14]. Therefore, in the present
work, agents are modeled as ILs.
It must be remarked however that for an independent learner agent, the other agents
learning and changing their behavior is understood as a change of the environment dynamics.
One example of successful application of independent learners can be found in [19],
where the author presents an automated player that uses the TD(λ) reinforcement learning
algorithm [16] to teach itself to play backgammon. From zero knowledge in the beginning of
learning, the automated player learns to play at a strong intermediate level. The automated
player reaches strong master level if some prior knowledge is programmed in it.
Another example of successful application of independent learners can be found in
[11], where the authors program each member of an elevator car controller team as an in-
dependent learner. Results show that the presented approach surpasses the best heuristic
elevator control algorithms of that time.
3 Related work
Traffic assignment problems can be addressed by several approaches, many of them
considering abstract traffic scenarios. Two-route scenarios are studied in several works, such
as [3, 7, 9, 13]. In [3], the effect of different strategies for binary route choice is assessed.
Both [7] and [9] use reinforcement learning approaches to reproduce human decision-making
in corresponding experimental studies. In [13], a model where commuters’ behavior is based
on evolving heuristics is presented. The authors also perform experiments regarding route
choice with a forecast: a traffic control system perceives drivers’ decisions and returns a
forecast. Then drivers have to decide the actual route selection.
Each one of these works assessed relevant aspects of the agents’ decision-making
process, even though only binary route choice scenarios were studied. The interest of the
present work is to evaluate a route choice approach in more complex scenarios, with several
routes.
This kind of complex scenario was investigated by Bazzan and Klu¨gl [6], where the
effect of real time information on drivers’ route replanning is assessed. The work includes
studies with adaptive traffic lights. In the most successful en-route replanning strategy pre-
sented in that work, the authors assume that the entire network occupancy is known by the
drivers. This assumption was needed for assessing the effects of re-routing, although the
availability of real time information of the entire network for all the drivers is unrealistic.
The use of information to aid drivers decisions is also studied by Yamashita and Ku-
rumatani in [22], where authors present a route information sharing system. In this system,
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drivers send their current position, destination and route to a server that estimates traffic con-
ditions in the future and returns this estimation for the drivers. Upon receipt of the estimation,
drivers decide whether to recalculate their routes or not. However, the proposed approach re-
lies on a centralized route information server and requires a communication infrastructure
that is not yet available.
The problem of traffic assignment can also be tackled by the evolutionary version of
the minority game [8] such as in the work of Galib and Moser in [12]. In evolutionary games,
it is assumed that players (or agents) have bounded rationality and use inductive reasoning
to make their decisions. This is suitable to the transportation domain as humans do have
bounded rationality and inductive reasoning is used in human decision-making process, as
remarked by Arthur [1].
In the minority game, an odd number of player agents must choose between two op-
tions. At each round, agents on the minority side win and receive a reward. Agents keep a
memory of the history of winning options and use this information to act in the next round.
Each player agent has a finite set of strategies that map the history of winning options to an
option to be chosen in the next round. Each strategy is scored according to the number of
times it went correct. Player agents use the strategy with the highest score to act in the next
round.
Regarding traffic assignment, the minority game can only be used in two-route choice
scenarios as it is a two-alternative game. To overcome this limitation, Galib and Moser
[12] proposed a modified version of the minority game for a complex scenario with several
available routes. In this modified version, for each road network link, each driver agent has
a finite set of strategies that predict the link’s occupancy given the occupancy history on the
past trips. Each strategy is scored according to the actual link’s occupancy and the total travel
time of the driver agent. Using the proposed approach, drivers achieve reasonable (within
expectation) travel times and distribute themselves over the road network in a way that few
links get overused. In the proposed approach, driver agents have historical occupancy data
of all links of the road network. For a driver, having historical information of the links it
used is a reasonable assumption, but having historical information of all links on the network
is unrealistic. The approach proposed on the present work is compared with the modified
minority game of [12], as shown in Section 6.2.2.
Learning-based models for route choice appear in [7,9]. In [9], the authors test human
behavior in the minority game. In the experiments, human subjects must choose repeatedly
between two routes. In [7], real-time traffic information is given to human subjects and they
must choose between two routes. The authors conclude that both experience and information
play a role in the choices made by the subjects.
Both works are focused on presenting reinforcement based models for human behavior
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estimation, rather than proposing a new approach for improving the route choice process in a
scenario with several available routes.
Such approach can be found in [18], where we have modeled traffic assignment as a
MDP with no states. The actions set comprises the selection of network links and the reward
function is based on the link’s travel time weighted by a factor that takes the whole route
travel time into account. The performance of the proposed approach is assessed in the same
scenario studied by Galib and Moser [12] and satisfactory results are obtained regarding travel
times (on average, drivers achieve travel times within expectation) and roads occupancy (only
few roads get overloaded).
In the present work, the traffic assignment problem is modeled as a MDP with states
and the reward function is simplified taking into account only the travel time in the chosen
link. Also, in relation to [18], new metrics for road congestion evaluation are proposed and
the RL-based approach is compared with more route choice strategies.
To the best of our knowledge, a reinforcement learning based approach for the route
choice process with arbitrary number of routes was found only in [18]. In other works, either
researchers present other approaches (such as the use of real-time information or minority
games) for the problem, or reinforcement based schemes are used to try to reproduce human
behavior in two-route scenarios.
4 Proposed approach
4.1 Reinforcement learning for route choice
The MDP model (as seen in Section 2.2) for this problem is as follows: the states are
the nodes of the road network. The set of actions comprises the selection of the outbound
links from the nodes of the network. Not every link will be available for an agent to choose,
as it depends on which node of the network it is and whether the link belongs to a possible
route of the agent. The reward function is given by Eq. (3), where t j is the travel time function
given in Eq. (1) applied to the number of vehicles (v j) on link j. The reward decreases as
travel time increases, thus drivers will strive to minimize their individual travel times.
R =−t j(v j) (3)
4.2 Building the route
Each learning episode is a trip that drivers do departing from their origins and driving
to their destinations. One execution consists of the repetition of η learning episodes. At the
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end of an execution, the performance metrics are assessed. Those metrics are discussed in
Section 5.1 and 5.2.
4.2.1 Initialization: At the beginning of the execution, OD pairs are randomly assigned
to each driver. The desired initial and final values for the drivers’ exploration coefficient (ε0
and ε f , respectively) are assigned and ε receives ε0. The value of ε0 must be high (close to 1)
and ε f must be small so that drivers will initially explore to gain knowledge about the road
network and exploit it in the final episodes. Also, the value of the multiplicative factor (0
< λ< 1) is calculated via Eq. (4), where η is the number of learning episodes. This factor is






4.2.2 Execution: In each episode, each driver follows the steps shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. RL for route choice flowchart
At episode start, all drivers are placed on their origins. At step 1, the driver chooses an
outbound link to traverse according to the ε-greedy action selection strategy (random action
with probability ε or best known action with probability 1−ε). At step 2, the destination node
of the chosen link is reached. At step 3, the driver tests whether the reached node is its final
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destination. If so, the trip ends. Otherwise, steps 1 to 3 are repeated. At step 4, each driver i
calculates its travel time tˆPi experienced on its route Pi, given by Eq. (5). In this equation, t j
is the travel time function given in Eq. (1) applied to the number of vehicles on link j (v j). At
step 5, drivers update their Q-tables according to Eq. (2). Finally, at step 6, the exploration
coefficient ε is decreased by the multiplicative factor λ.
tˆPi = ∑
j∈Pi
t j(v j) (5)
5 Scenarios and evaluation
In the present work, two scenarios are studied. The first scenario is a 6x6 grid (Section
5.1), already investigated in [4, 5, 17] in which no RL mechanism was employed. In the
present work, two questions are addressed in the 6x6 grid scenario:
1. Can drivers learn the routes from origins to destinations without prior route computa-
tion in a nonstationary scenario? As routes are not pre-computed, drivers must learn
how to travel from their origins to their destinations by exploring the road traffic net-
work.
2. How sensitive is the RL approach for route choice regarding the Q-learning param-
eters? In this question, we want to assess the influence of the learning rate and the
discount rate for future rewards on the overall performance of the drivers.
The second scenario has nine possible origin-destination pairs. It is less complex than
the 6x6 grid as the number of possible routes between origins and destinations is lower and
it is not possible to build routes with loops as there are no returning links. This scenario
was already studied in [12, 18]. The present work compares the RL approach against three
methods for route choice in the nine OD pairs scenario, as Section 5.2 presents.
5.1 6x6 grid
This abstract scenario contains 36 nodes connected by 60 links, as shown in Fig. 2.
All links are one-way. From the point of view of route choice, this is a complex scenario as
the number of possible routes between two locations is high and it is possible to build routes
with loops, as there is no pre-computation of shortest paths from origins to destinations. For
this reason, there is a limit in the number of steps in each episode: if a driver does not find a
path to its destination in 500 steps, the trip is aborted.
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Prior experimentation has shown that the limit of 500 steps per episode yields a good
trade-off between drivers’ learning and execution time. That is, with a lower limit, drivers
tend to get stuck for a higher number of episodes until finding a route between their origins
and destinations. On the other hand, with a higher limit, an episode can last for a long time if
drivers do not find a route.
Figure 2. Abstract grid scenario with the main origins (nodes B5, C2 and E1) and the main
destination (node E5). Arrows show the links’ directions. Thicker lines are the main links.
The scenario settings are the same as in [5, 17]: every node is a possible origin or
destination, although some nodes have higher probability of being an origin and one node
has a high probability of being a destination. Table 1 shows the origins and destinations
probability distribution, where PO means the probability of the node be an origin and PD is
the probability of the node be a destination. With this feature, the scenario includes a real-
world characteristic: the existence of main residential areas, where commuters depart from
(nodes with higher chance of being origins) and a business center, where most commuters
travel to (the node with high chance of being a destination).
Regarding the road network capacity, there are main links, whose capacity is 45 vehi-
cles. The remaining links have the capacity of 15 vehicles. The main links are those between
nodes B3 to E3 and E3 to E5 (thicker lines in Fig. 2). With this feature, the abstract 6x6
scenario becomes more realistic, as the capacities of the links are not homogeneous.
In the 6x6 grid scenario, 300 drivers populate the road network. Prior experimentation
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Every other node 2.67% 1.15%
Table 1. Origins and destinations probability distribution
has shown that this number yields reasonable load in the road network. That is, with fewer
drivers, congestions seldom occur and drivers do not need to look for alternative routes. On
the other hand, with more drivers, most links get congested. This makes it difficult to assess
the performance of the drivers because they have no attractive alternative routes.
In this scenario, the parameters for Eq. (1) are adjusted as follows: f j is set as 5
minutes for all links, τ = 1 and β = 2 making travel time increase quadratically with the
number of drivers. These values are also used in other works that implement the same traffic
model, such as [12, 17, 18].
The following metrics are evaluated in this scenario:
• Number of aborted trips: this metric assesses how many drivers cannot find a path to
their destinations within the limit of the learning episode (500 steps).
• Trip length: this metric assesses how many steps it takes for drivers to reach their
destinations. If drivers take too many steps to finish their trips, this means that they are
possibly building routes with loops.
• Travel time: this metric assesses how the performance of the drivers improve with time.
More than just building a route without loops, drivers need to select links with low
occupancy in order to achieve better travel times from their origins to their destinations.
5.2 Nine OD pairs
The abstract road network used in this scenario consists of 10 nodes and 24 links, as
shown in Fig. 3. All nodes have 3 outbound links, except nodes 8, 9 and 10 which have 2,
1 and 0 outbound links, respectively. Nodes 1, 2 and 3 are the possible origins and nodes 8,
9 and 10 are the possible destinations, resulting in nine possible OD pairs. All possible OD
pairs have uniform probability of being assigned to a driver.
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The capacities of the links are randomly assigned in the range [130:250] prior to the
simulations. The values are persistent from one simulation to another to ensure a correct
comparison of different approaches. The same is done for the amount of drivers on each OD
pair. There are 1001 drivers on the road network. For Eq. (1), f j is set as 5 minutes for all
links, τ= 1 and β= 2 making travel time increase quadratically with the number of drivers.
The choice of the range for the selection of links’ capacities, the number of drivers
and the parameters for Eq. (1) were made in this way to compare the results obtained in the
present work with the ones obtained by the modified minority game for route choice [12].
Figure 3. Road network, the same used by [12]. Labels on links are identification numbers,
nodes with upward arrows are the origins and downward arrows represent the destinations.
In this scenario, the RL for route choice approach is compared with three different
route choice methods, as follows:
• Random: At each step, drivers choose the next link with uniform probability.
• Greedy: At initialization, the shortest paths2 for each driver are calculated. At each
step, drivers select one of the links that belong to a shortest path. The probability of a
link being chosen is proportional to its capacity.
• Minority Game: Drivers use the modified minority game approach proposed in [12]
to build their routes. A brief description of this approach is given in Section 3. For a
complete description, the reader may refer to [12].
The comparison of the different route choice methods is based on metrics regarding the
difference between expected and actual travel time as well as on road network load balance.
2The shortest paths are calculated with unitary link weights. Some OD pairs have more than one shortest path
in the nine OD pairs scenario.
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5.2.1 Difference between expected and actual travel time: In the real world, drivers
have an expectation on the trip travel time, on the expected load and on the capacities of
the links. In the present work, for each driver i, the expected travel time t ′P∗i on its shortest
route P∗i is given by Eq. (6). In this equation, t j is the travel time function defined in Eq.
(1) applied to the estimated number of vehicles on the same route (v˜P∗i ). This estimation is
given by the number of vehicles in driver i’s OD pair, plus a random number in the range
[−0,05× |D| : 0,05× |D|], where |D| is the total number of drivers in the scenario. This
noise is to simulate the effect of each driver guessing the number of vehicles going to the
same destination.
t ′P∗i = ∑
j∈P∗i
t j(v˜P∗i ) (6)
In order to assess how reasonable the travel times obtained by drivers are, a metric
called AED (actual and expected travel time difference) was created. It is given by the average
difference between actual and expected travel times of drivers in each OD pair. For this
metric, negative values are preferred as this means that drivers are having lower travel times
than expected.
5.2.2 Road network load balance: From a global point of view, it is desired that vehi-
cles get distributed proportionally to the capacity of each link in the road network. When
the number of vehicles (v j) in a given link j becomes greater its capacity (c j), the link is
congested. Road network load balance is measured in two forms: number of congested links
(n) and average overload (o). Considering C as the set of congested links, these metrics are
measured according to Eq. (7).








Both metrics are needed because n alone does not measure how heavily the links are
congested, while o does not show how many links are overloaded. For both n and o, lower
values are preferred, as this means that less links are congested and the severity of congestions
is lower.
6 Results and discussion
The following experiments have the goal of assessing the effect of Q-learning parame-
ters, namely the learning rate (α) and the discount rate for future rewards (γ) in both scenarios,
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so that these parameters can be adjusted accordingly. Plus, in the nine OD scenario, the RL
approach is compared with the random, greedy and minority game based methods for route
choice discussed in Section 5.2.
Regarding the parameters of the experiments, each execution consists in η = 100
learning episodes. The initial and final values for the exploration coefficient are ε0 = 1





6.1 Q-learning parameters in the grid scenario
In the grid scenario, the effect of Q-learning parameters was measured in terms of the
number of aborted trips, the mean trip length and mean travel time for all drivers. In each
execution (the repetition of η = 100 episodes of the RL approach described in Section 4),
these values were registered and averaged over the last 10 episodes. For each parameter, 10
executions were made to generate the plots.
For the α-varying tests, γ was set as 1.0 and for the γ-varying tests, α was set as 0.5.
Figure 4 shows that, for high values of α, drivers have poor performance as some of
them do not manage to arrive at their destinations, increasing the number of aborted trips and
the mean trip length. Also, travel times are very high. This shows that in a nonstationary
scenario, a high learning rate is harmful.
Figure 5 shows that the RL approach performs more robustly when γ is high. For
low values of γ, the interquartile range is large for all metrics, which means that drivers are
not learning the routes to their destinations or these routes have too many links. This shows
that, in traffic scenarios, where the next choice options depend on the current, it is relevant
to take into account the outcomes of the subsequent choices, otherwise the next available
possibilities will result in a bad overall performance.
6.2 Nine OD pairs scenario
6.2.1 Effect of Q-learning parameters: In the nine OD scenario, the effect of Q-learning
parameters was measured in terms of drivers’ travel time. As this scenario has no loops and
the number of possible routes is smaller than in the grid scenario, there is no need to evaluate
the number of aborted trips and the mean trip length.
In each execution (the repetition of η = 100 episodes of the RL approach described
in Section 4), the mean travel time for all drivers was registered and averaged over the last
10 episodes. For each parameter, 10 executions were made to generate the plots displayed in
Fig. 6.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4. Box-and-whisker charts showing the effect of α on the number of aborted trips
(a), on the mean trip length (b) and on the mean travel time in log scale (c) in the 6x6 grid
scenario.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5. Box-and-whisker charts showing the effect of γ on the number of aborted trips (a),
on the mean trip length (b) and on the mean travel time in log scale (c) in the 6x6 grid
scenario.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. Box-and-whisker charts showing the effect α and γ on travel time in the nine OD
pairs scenario.
Figure 6(a) shows that the approach performs robustly when α is within the range
from 0.4 to 0.8, as the interquartile range is small.
Figure 6(b) shows a decrease in the travel time when γ is increased. For γ = 0.9, the
smallest interquartile range and median are observed.
Analysing both scenarios, it is possible to see that the RL approach is less sensitive to
the values of the Q-learning parameters in the nine OD scenario, because it is much simpler
than the 6x6 grid in terms of the number of possible routes and the lack of returning links.
6.2.2 Comparison with other route choice methods: In the following experiments, the
goal is to compare the RL approach with the random, greedy and minority game (MG) ap-
proaches for route choice in the nine OD pairs scenario, as discussed in Section 5.2.
For the Q-learning update rule (Eq. 2) of the RL approach, α was set as 0.5 and γ was
set as 0.9 as these values resulted in good performance on the previous tests (Section 6.2.1).
The AED metric (defined in Section 5.2.1) for each approach is shown in Fig. 7.
In this metric, the RL approach outperforms the others, as reasonable travel times (be-
low drivers’ expectation) are achieved in all OD pairs. The minority game approach achieves
travel times within expectation in four OD pairs. On the other OD pairs, the performance is
still satisfactory, as actual travel times are no longer than five minutes beyond the expected,
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showing a degree of fairness of the approach. With the greedy method, drivers from five OD
pairs have experienced travel times within expectation, but this approach has low fairness
because, specially on OD pairs 1-10 and 2-8, actual travel times are far beyond the expected.
The worst approach is the random, in which no drivers achieve reasonable travel times.
Figure 7. AED metric comparison for each route choice method. RL and MG are the
reinforcement learning and minority game approaches, respectively
Regarding the load balance evaluation metrics defined in Section 5.2.2, Fig. 8 shows
that the minority game based approach achieved the best result. Both the number of congested
links and the average overload were the lowest. This means that vehicles were distributed
over the road network in a proportion that is closer to the links’ capacities. The better vehicle
distribution explains why the achieved travel times are higher compared to the RL approach:
minority game based drivers tend to avoid congested links even when these links would make
the drivers arrive at their destinations faster than an uncongested alternative.
The RL based approach achieves good results as the average overload shows that
none of the seven congested links (out of 24 links) were heavily congested. Both the random
and the greedy approaches performed poorly, as many links were congested in the random
approach and links were heavily congested in the greedy approach.
7 Conclusions and future work
In this work we modeled traffic assignment as a reinforcement learning problem and
the driver agents were modeled as independent learners.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. Load balance evaluation in terms of number of congested links (a) and the average
overload (b).
Using the proposed approach, drivers learned the routes between their origins and
destinations in a reasonably complex grid scenario. Note that this is the case because cycles
are possible thus the number of possible routes increases. Moreover, drivers learn how to
build efficient routes, as the mean trip length and travel time reach lower values for certain
parameters’ values. In the grid scenario, the proposed approach has proven to be sensitive to
the Q-learning update rule parameters.
Specially when the learning rate is high, the learning process does not converge and
several drivers do not find routes to their destinations. Also, the discount rate for future
rewards must be high, otherwise drivers will not take into account the future consequences of
the current choice, leading to bad options in the subsequent steps.
In the nine OD pairs scenario, our reinforcement learning approach for route choice
was helpful in both the individual and the global points of view, as drivers achieve reasonable
travel times (within expectation) on average, and traffic is distributed over the network, as
links do not get heavily congested.
The RL approach outperformed the other route choice methods regarding drivers’ ex-
perienced travel time. On average, using our approach, drivers from all OD pairs experience
reasonable travel times. This is not achieved when the other methods for route choice are
used.
The proposed approach has the advantage of making realistic assumptions as it only
relies on drivers’ own experience about the road network (i.e. the experienced travel time).
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This way, the use of real-time information and historical data of links is not necessary. This
makes our approach an attractive and feasible alternative to be used on existing navigation
systems, as no new technology is required. That is, as navigation systems are already capable
of recording travel time for traversing a given road, the RL approach can be helpful as this is
the only information it needs.
Further investigation can be conducted to evaluate scenarios with heterogeneous drivers.
It would be interesting to investigate whether the RL drivers can adapt themselves to the
greedy drivers or even the ones using the minority game approach proposed in [12]. Future
work can also attempt to investigate joint action learning mechanisms (e.g., as discussed in
Section 2.3) for this transportation domain.
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